Refrigerator Copy
Practice every night.
Unit 2: Module B
Lessons 1 – 5
Stories: “City Homes” and “Deep Down”
Skills: Main Idea and Analyzing Photos

Spelling Words
Spell and use correctly in daily writing.
1. unhappy
2. recall
3. disappear
4. unload
5. mistake
6. misspell
7. dislike
8. replace
9. mislead
10. disagree
11. rewrite
12. unroll
13. unknown
14. dishonest
15. react

Vocabulary
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word
1. townhouses- multistoried, connected city houses
2. suburbs- residences outside of a city (variation- suburban)
3. apartments- multiple residences in one building (variation- apartment house)
4. concrete- stone-like building material, cement (variation- concreted)
5. streetcars- trolley car (variation- streetcar)
6. similar- to be alike or the same as something (variation- similarity)
7. characters- people or animals in stories (variation- characterize)
8. extreme- great or extraordinary (variation- extremely)
9. canyon- valley, gorge, river, rock
10. emerald- green gem, jewel, or mineral
11. survive- to live through danger (variations- survival, survivor)

Refrigerator Copy
Practice every night.
Unit 2: Module B
Lessons 6 - 10
Story: “Deep Down”
Skills: Ask and Answer Questions, Main Idea/Details, Using Illustrations, and Using Text
Features

Spelling Words
Spell and use correctly in daily writing.
1. clock
2. large
3. page
4. mark
5. kitten
6. judge
7. crack
8. edge
9. pocket
10. brake
11. change
12. ridge
13. jacket
14. badge
15. orange

Vocabulary
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word
1. mine- underground cave with minerals (variations- mining, miner)
2. evaporated- a liquid is heated and changed to a gas/vapor (variation- evaporate)
3. provide- supply (variations- provision, provider)
4. herd- to gather or lead animals (variation- herder)
5. roaming- to travel, journey, or adventure (variation- roam)
6. farthest- a long distance (variations- far, father)
7. species- type of animal
8. occasions- events or opportunities (variations- occasional, occasionally)
9. probably- likely, possible (variations- probable, probability)
10. imagine- to dream or visualize a picture (variation- imaginary, imagination)
11. normal- regular or standard (variation- normally)

Refrigerator Copy
Practice every night.
Unit 2: Module B
Lessons 11-15
Stories: “City Homes,” “Deep Down,” and “The Song of Sky and Land”
Skills: Using Text Features, Compare/Contrast, Central Message,
and Ask and Answer Questions

Spelling Words
Spell and use correctly in daily writing.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

beautiful
safely
kindness
finally
spotless
worthless
illness
helpful
daily
suddenly
wireless
quietly
fairness
cheerful
painful

Vocabulary
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word
1. medicinal- a herbal healing (variation- medicine)
2. cities- places where many people live and work, larger and more important than a
town
3. similar- to be alike or the same as something (variation- similarity)
4. normal- regular or standard (variation- normally)
5. journey- to take a trip, adventure, or voyage
6. shuffled- dragged (variation- shuffle)
7. crooked- bent or twisted (variation – crook)
8. drought- dry or thirsty in the desert
9. desert- a dry, hot place where cactus live (variation- deserted)
10. limit- boundary or restriction (variations- limitless, limited, unlimited, limiting)
11. navigate- to steer or control while traveling (variation- navigator)
12. celebrate- to have a party to honor someone or something (variation- celebration)
13. natural- expected, not artificial (variations- nature, naturally)
14. spring- fresh stream of water (variations- springy, sprang, sprung)

Refrigerator Copy
Practice every night.
Unit 2: Module B
Lessons 16-18
Stories: “City Homes,” “Deep Down,” and “The Song of Sky and Land”
Skills: Compare and Contrast

Spelling Words
Spell and use correctly in daily writing.
1. thumb
2. gnaw
3. written
4. know
5. climb
6. design
7. wrist
8. crumb
9. assign
10. wrench
11. knot
12. wrinkle
13. lamb
14. knob
15. knit

Vocabulary

Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

extreme- great or extraordinary (variation- extremely
journey- to take a trip, adventure, or voyage
townhouses- multistoried, connected city houses
suburbs- residences outside of a city (variation- suburban)
apartments- multiple residences in one building (variation- apartment house)
desert- a dry, hot place where cactus live (variation- deserted)
provide- supply (variations- provision, provider)
concrete- stone-like building material, cement (variation- concreted)
streetcars- trolley car (variation- streetcar)

